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Abstract—In this paper, a weight method with using a reduced 
lookup table is developed to decode the three possible errors in  
(23, 12, 7) Golay code. The reduced lookup table consists of 
syndrome patterns and corresponding error patterns which 
only have one and two errors occurred in the message block of 
the received codeword. The useful proposed algorithm makes 
use of the properties of Cyclic codes, weight of syndrome, and 
reduced lookup table. It often results in a significant reduction 
in the memory requirements comparing to the traditional 
lookup table. This weight algorithm together with a reduced 
table lookup makes a fast and low complexity of the table 
lookup decoding algorithm. Moreover, a computer simulation 
shows that such a novel method is a much faster algorithm in 
software than the traditional full lookup table searching 
algorithm. 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
The Golay codes were first discovered by Golay [1] in 
1949. The 23-bit Golay code is a very useful code, 
particularly for those applications when a parity bit is added 
to each word to yield a half-rate code. Among them, the (24, 
12, 8) Golay code was utilized to provide error control on the 
voyager mission, see [2]. An algebraic decoding algorithm 
for the (23, 12, 7) Golay code is given by Elia [3] to correct 
the three possible errors. In 1990, another decoding approach 
developed in [4] is developed, called the shift-search 
decoding procedure. As shown in [4], this shift-search 
procedure compares favorably in complexity and speed with 
the completely Elia decoding method. The algebraic 
technique is slightly faster than that of the shift-search 
procedure.  
In this paper, based on the idea of [5][6][7][8], a novel 
reduced lookup table method is developed to decode the (23, 
12, 7) Golay code. The reduced lookup table using in this 
algorithm consists of syndrome patterns and corresponding 
error patterns which only have one and two errors in the 
message block of the codeword. The proposed method works 
as follows: Given a received codeword r, first, the syndrome 
s is computed and then the weight of this syndrome w(s) is 
computed directly. If w(s)=0, it means no errors happened in 
the received codeword. If w(s)≦3, it means at most three 
errors happened in the parity check block of the received 
codeword. One just need to do is shifting the syndrome left k 
bits to form a 23-bit length word, and then the received 
codeword minus (modulo 2) this 23-bit length word to 
correct the received codeword If w(s)≧4, it means at least 
one error happened in the message block of the received 
codeword. First, one searches if this syndrome matches the 
syndrome pattern listed in the reduced lookup table. If the 
syndrome is in the table, it means at most 2 errors happened 
in the message block of the received codeword, and then the 
received codeword minus (modulo 2) the error pattern 
corresponding to the syndrome to correct the received 
codeword. Second, if the syndrome is not in the table, it 
means there are three possible conditions: 1. one error in the 
parity check block two errors in the message block, 2. two 
errors in the parity check block one error in the message 
block, or 3. three errors in the message block. For 1
st 
condition, using syndrome minus (modulo 2) syndrome 
pattern in the table to obtain the difference and compute the 
weight of this difference respectively. If this weight equals to 
1, it means there is one error in the parity check bit. So, 
shifting the difference left k bits to form a 23-bit length 
word, and then the received codeword minus (modulo 2) this 
23-bit length word and minus corresponding error pattern to 
correct the received codeword. For the 2
nd and 3
rd conditions, 
the received codeword must cyclic shift left n-k bits, and 
therefore parity check block and message block are swapped, 
which indicates that the errors are also swapped. Repeating 
the procedures above, one can correct up to three errors in 
the received codeword. The well known binary search 
algorithm [9] can be used to decrease the searching time, but 
the syndromes must be arranged in ascending order first. 
This method is based on the fact that it makes use of the 
properties of Cyclic codes and the weight of syndrome so as 
to dramatically reduce the size of the traditional error pattern 
and syndrome table. This paper is organized as follows: 
Section II describes the background of the binary linear Cyclic codes, then section III explains the decoding method 
and verify by one example, and Section IV is the conclusion. 
II.  BACKGROUND OF THE BINARY LINEAR CYCLIC CODES 
An (n, k) linear cyclic code C is said to be cyclic if for 
every codeword  C c ∈ = − − ) , , , , ( 1 2 1 0 n n c c c c " , there is also a 
code word  C c ∈ = − − ) , , , , ( ' 2 1 0 1 n n c c c c " , the codeword  ' c  is a 
right cyclic shift of the codeword c , it follows that all n of 
the distinct cyclic shifts of c must also be codewords in C 
[2]. The vector form of c can be expressed as polynomial 
form  1
1 1 0 ) (
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− + + + =
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n x c x c c x c " . All the code polynomials 
in  C , there is an unique monic generator polynomial 
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Every code polynomial c(x) in C is a multiple of  ) (x g , and 
can be expressed uniquely as  ), ( ) ( ( x g x m x) c = where 
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k x m ... x m m x m   is a message polynomial 
which coefficients are from the vector form 
)   ,   ,   , ( 1 1 0 − k m m m " . The generator polynomial g(x) of C is a 
factor of x
n - 1 in GF(q)[x]. If the codeword c  is transmitted 
through a noisy channel, and if the vector r  is received, then 
e c r + =  where e is an error pattern induced by the channel, 
that is can be expressed as error polynomial 
1
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The generator polynomial of (23, 12, 7) Golay code is: 
1 ) (
5 6 7 9 11 + + + + + + = x x x x x x x g                    (2) 
The degree of g(x) is r = 11, and the total entries of the 
12×23 generator matrix G are:  
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By using row operation in (3), the systematic generator 
matrix for this code is shown as follows: 
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=  [P | I k] (4) 
 
P expresses parity check bits matrix, and Ik expresses 
identity matrix with k=12. The codeword of systematic form 
can be obtained in matrix form by: 
c=mGS                                           (5) 
From (5), it is clearly shows that the message bits always 
occupy the lowest 12 coordinates of each codeword. The 
parity check polynomial  k
kx h x h h x h + + + = " 1 0 ) (  with  the 
degree of k=(n-r) is a factor of x
n – 1, such that x
n –
1=g(x)h(x). Since c(x) is a code polynomial if and only if it 
is a multiple of g(x), it follows that c(x) is a code polynomial 
if and only if c(x)h(x)≡0 modulo (x
n–1). The (n-k)×n parity 
check matrix H is: 
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The parity check polynomial of (23, 12, 7) Golay code is 
1   ) ( / ) 1 ( ) (
2 3 4 7 10 12 23 + + + + + + + = − = x x x x x x x x g x x h  (7) 
The degree of h(x) is k=12, and the total entries of the 11
×23 parity check matrix H is: 
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By using row operation in (8), or transform [P | I  k] into 
[I k | P
T] from (4), where P
T is transpose matrix of P, is the 
systematic parity check matrix for this code is shown as 
follows: HS= 
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The polynomial product r(x)h(x) modulo (x
n–1) is a 
polynomial of the form  1
1
1
1 0 ) (
− −
− − + + + =
k n
k n x s x s s x s " ∈ 
GF(q)[x]/(x
n–1), where s(x)=r(x)h(x) is to be called 
syndrome polynomial. The vector form of s(x) can be 
expressed as  ) , , , ( s 1 1 0 − − = k n s s s " , and s can be computed 
from 
s = [rH
T]                                          
(10) 
where  H
T is transpose matrix of H. If during the data 
transmission, no error occurs, the received codeword r is 
equal to the original transmitted codeword c, then the 
syndrome vector s=rH
T =(c+e)H
T =(c+0)H
T = cH
T = 0. If 
errors occur in the received codeword, then the s=rH
T 
=(cH
T+eH
T) =(0+eH
T) ≠0. Compare with s and the position 
of the column of the H, one can find out the error position of 
the received codeword and correct these error bits under 
error correcting capability. 
III.  THE DECODING ALGORITHM 
The (23, 12, 7) Cyclic code has a minimum Hamming 
distance 7, so it can correct all error patterns of weight less 
than or equal t =[(dmin–1)/2] =[(7–1)/2] =3 errors. The 
number of syndromes equals to the number of error patterns. 
The total number of syndrome pattern and error patterns in 
the traditional lookup table are listed in Table I. 
TABLE I.   ALL NUMBER OF SYNDROME PATTERNS AND ERROR 
PATTERNS OF (23, 12, 7) GOLAY CODE 
t   Number of Syndrome Patterns  Number of Error Patterns 
1 23  23 
2 253  253 
3 1771  1771 
total 2047  2047 
 
In convention, one has to create a traditional lookup table 
with the size of 2047×5 bytes ≅ 10k bytes to compare with 
the syndrome of the received codeword. However, when the 
codeword length increase, the lookup table will become very 
huge. For example, if n=47, then the size of the traditional 
lookup table will become1729647×9 bytes≅ 14.85M bytes 
and this huge table will become infeasible in practical 
application. 
The proposed reduced lookup table only needs a small 
size of 78×5 bytes=390 bytes to store syndrome patterns and 
corresponding error patterns of one error and two errors as 
shown in Table II. 
TABLE II.   REDUCED LOOKUP TABLE FOR (23, 12, 7) GOLATY CODE 
Syndrome Error  pattern 
One error, t = 1 
s1=(01011100011)  e1=(00000000000000000000001) 
s2=(10111000110)  e2=(00000000000000000000010) 
s3=(00101101111)  e3=(00000000000000000000100) 
s4=(01011011110)  e4=(00000000000000000001000) 
s5=(10110111100)  e5=(00000000000000000010000) 
s6=(00110011011)  e6=(00000000000000000100000) 
s7=(01100110110)  e7=(00000000000000001000000) 
s8=(11001101100)  e8=(00000000000000010000000) 
s9=(11000111011)  e9=(00000000000000100000000) 
s10=(11010010101)  e10=(00000000000001000000000) 
s11=(11111001001)  e11=(00000000000010000000000) 
s12=(10101110001)  e12=(00000000000100000000000) 
Two errors, t = 2 
s13=(11100100101)  e13=(00000000000000000000011) 
s14=(01110001100)  e14=(00000000000000000000101) 
s15=(00000111101)  e15=(00000000000000000001001) 
s16=(11101011111)  e16=(00000000000000000010001) 
s17=(01101111000)  e17=(00000000000000000100001) 
s18=(00111010101)  e18=(00000000000000001000001) 
s19=(10010001111)  e19=(00000000000000010000001) 
s20=(10011011000)  e20=(00000000000000100000001) 
s21=(10001110110)  e21=(00000000000001000000001) 
s22=(10100101010)  e22=(00000000000010000000001) 
s23=(11110010010)  e23=(00000000000100000000001) 
s24=(10010101001)  e24=(00000000000000000000110) 
s25=(11100011000)  e25=(00000000000000000001010) 
s26=(00001111010)  e26=(00000000000000000010010) 
s27=(10001011101)  e27=(00000000000000000100010) 
s28=(11011110000)  e28=(00000000000000001000010) 
s29=(01110101010)  e29=(00000000000000010000010) 
s30=(01111111101)  e30=(00000000000000100000010) 
s31=(01101010011)  e31=(00000000000001000000010) 
s32=(01000001111)  e32=(00000000000010000000010) 
s33=(00010110111)  e33=(00000000000100000000010) 
s34=(01110110001)  e34=(00000000000000000001100) s35=(10011010011)  e35=(00000000000000000010100) 
s36=(00011110100)  e36=(00000000000000000100100) 
s37=(01001011001)  e37=(00000000000000001000100) 
s38=(11100000011)  e38=(00000000000000010000100) 
s39=(11101010100)  e39=(00000000000000100000100) 
s40=(11111111010)  e40=(00000000000001000000100) 
s41=(11010100110)  e41=(00000000000010000000100) 
s42=(10000011110)  e42=(00000000000100000000100) 
s43=(11101100010)  e43=(00000000000000000011000) 
s44=(01101000101)  e44=(00000000000000000101000) 
s45=(00111101000)  e45=(00000000000000001001000) 
s46=(10010110010)  e46=(00000000000000010001000) 
s47=(10011100101)  e47=(00000000000000100001000) 
s48=(10001001011)  e48=(00000000000001000001000) 
s49=(10100010111)  e49=(00000000000010000001000) 
s50=(11110101111)  e50=(00000000000100000001000) 
s51=(10000100111)  e51=(00000000000000000110000) 
s52=(11010001010)  e52=(00000000000000001010000) 
s53=(01111010000)  e53=(00000000000000010010000) 
s54=(01110000111)  e54=(00000000000000100010000) 
s55=(01100101001)  e55=(00000000000001000010000) 
s56=(01001110101)  e56=(00000000000010000010000) 
s57=(00011001101)  e57=(00000000000100000010000) 
s58=(01010101101)  e58=(00000000000000001100000) 
s59=(11111110111)  e59=(00000000000000010100000) 
s60=(11110100000)  e60=(00000000000000100100000) 
s61=(11100001110)  e61=(00000000000001000100000) 
s62=(11001010010)  e62=(00000000000010000100000) 
s63=(10011101010)  e63=(00000000000100000100000) 
s64=(10101011010)  e64=(00000000000000011000000) 
s65=(10100001101)  e65=(00000000000000101000000) 
s66=(10110100011)  e66=(00000000000001001000000) 
s67=(10011111111)  e67=(00000000000010001000000) 
s68=(11001000111)  e68=(00000000000100001000000) 
s69=(00001010111)  e69=(00000000000000110000000) 
s70=(00011111001)  e70=(00000000000001010000000) 
s71=(00110100101)  e71=(00000000000010010000000) 
s72=(01100011101)  e72=(00000000000100010000000) 
s73=(00010101110)  e73=(00000000000001100000000) 
s74=(00111110010)  e74=(00000000000010100000000) 
s75=(01101001010)  e75=(00000000000100100000000) 
s76=(00101011100)  e76=(00000000000011000000000) 
s77=(01111100100)  e77=(00000000000101000000000) 
s78=(01010111000)  e78=(00000000000110000000000) 
 
The proposed weight decoding algorithm for (23, 12, 7) 
Golay code is presented as follows: 
Step 1  Receive a codeword.  
Step 2  Compute syndrome s=rH
T and its weight w(s) 
Step 3  If w(s)=0, then go to End. 
Step 4  If w(s)≦t, then c=r-(s<<k), and go to End. 
Step 5  Searching table, if s is in table. If s is in table, then 
c=r-ei, and go to end. 
Step 6  Compute  sd=s-si, and compute the weight of 
syndrome difference w(sd). 
Step 7  if w(sd)≦1, then c=r-(sd<<k)-ei, and go to end. 
Step 8  r’=(left cyclic shift n-k bits) r, and compute 
syndrome s’=r’H
T and its weight w(s) 
Step 9  If w(s’)=t, then c=r-(s<<k), then c’=r’-(s’<<k). 
Step 10  c=(right cyclic shift n-k bits) c’, and go to End. 
Step 11  Compute  sd’=s’-si, and compute c’=r’-(s’<<k)-ei.. 
Go to Step 10. 
The flowchart of this decoding algorithm is shown in Fig. 
1. 
Example - Decoding three errors of (23, 12, 7) Cyclic code. 
A message m=(100000000000) is encoded into a 
codeword c=(10101110001100000000000) by an encoder. If 
the received codeword is r =(10111110001100010001000), 
then the decoding procedure is: 
Step 1  Receive a codeword  
r=(10111110001100010001000), go to Step 2. 
Step 2  Compute syndrome s=rH
T =(10000110010) and 
its weight w(s)=4, go to Step 3. 
Step 3  w(s)≠0, go to Step 4. 
Step 4  w(s)>3, go to Step 5. 
Step 5  s is not in table, go to Step 6. 
Step 6 
Compute s d  =s-si  =s-s46  =(10000110010) -
(10010110010) = (00010000000) and compute 
the weight of syndrome difference w(sd)=1, go to 
Step7. 
Step 7 
w(sd) ≦ 1, so c=r-(sd<<k)-ei =r-(sd<<12)-e46 =
(10111110001100010001000)- 
((00010000000)<<12)- 
(00000000000000010001000)= 
(10101110001100000000000), go to end. 
 
The decoding algorithm is written in Borland C++ 
Builder language and implemented on a Dual core E6600 
2.4GHz PC. All codes with errors were created. The 
proposed algorithm can save 20% decoding time comparing 
to the traditional full lookup table searching algorithm.   
Figure 1.   Flow chart of  weight decoder for (23, 12, 7) Golay code 
IV.  CONCLUSION 
A powerful weight decoder is developed to correct up to 
three errors in the (23, 12, 7) Golay code. This decoding 
algorithm is based on the fact that it makes use of the 
properties of cyclic codes, the weight of syndrome, and the 
reduced lookup table. These, of course, facts lead to a 
substantial reduction of the size of the standard traditional 
lookup table. In this paper, one only needs 78×5=390 bytes 
memory in the reduced lookup table other than that of 2047
×5=10235 bytes in the traditional lookup table. Comparing 
this proposed reduced lookup table with traditional lookup 
table, it can greatly reduce up to 96.19% memory size and 
decrease 20% decoding time. This algorithm can offer the 
efficient and feasible improvement method to the 
equipments which memory is limited, such as singlechip 
microcontroller, DSP system, communication system, or 
embedded system. 
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